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05(A) One line Que$tions
Truth value of F--+ T =_.
p Ap : p i"s known as_Law.
n(A):2 And n(B):3 then total number of non-trivial relations from A to B is
lf an algebraic structure satisfies associative and existence of identity property then it is
known as _.

5 State the Fundamental Theorem Of Arithmetic.

(B) Compulsory Question
Identity relation on any set is always reflexive[true/false]

Subtraction is binary operation on N.[true/false]

Vs1 is number.
Euclidean algorithm is used to find
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of two numbers

If the relation is reflexive then diagonal entry s of Metrix representation must
be

Q.2 Attempt any four (Short Questions)
1 Determine whether the compound propositions is satisfiable or not

(P nq) v (-P 
^-'q)2 R={(1,1),(1,2),(2,1),(3,2)} be the relation on A={i,2,3} then find Reflexive closure

,symmetric closure, And Transitive closure.
3 Write the converse ,inverse and contrapositive of the follor,ving statement

"If the weather is nice, then I'll wash the car."
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5 Show that (T.,x)is monoid.

Q.3 Attempt any two

I Check whether the (2,>) is partiqlly ordered relation or Not.
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2 By using the method of Contradiction show that3+{Z is irrational.

3 Using the concept of mathematical induction show that L3+ 23 + 33 + .'. ... .. *n3 =
(n(n+r))z

4

Q.4 a) Show that ( (p v q) n (-'p v r)) - (q - r)
is Tautology.

b) Show'that (lR,+) is Abelian Group.

OR

L et A: {1,2,3,4 ) and R: { ( 1, 2 ) (2, 4) (2,2) (2,3) (2,3),(1, l) (2,1 ) (4,2) )
i) Draw the diagraph of the above relation
ii) Write Matrix Representation Of above relation
iii) Check that the relation is equivalence or not.
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